Everyday locomotion and obstacle avoidance requires effective gait adaptation in response to sensory cues. Many studies have shown that efficient motor actions are associated with rhythm (8 -13 Hz) and ␤ band (13-35 Hz) local field desynchronizations in sensorimotor and parietal cortex, whereas a number of cognitive task studies have reported higher behavioral accuracy to be associated with increases in ␤ band power in prefrontal and sensory cortex. How these two distinct patterns of ␤ band oscillations interplay during gait adaptation, however, has not been established. Here we recorded 108 channel EEG activity from 18 participants (10 males, 22-35 years old) attempting to walk on a treadmill in synchrony with a series of pacing cue tones, and quickly adapting their step rate and length to sudden shifts in pacing cue tempo. Independent component analysis parsed each participant's EEG data into maximally independent component (IC) source processes, which were then grouped across participants into distinct spatial/spectral clusters. Following cue tempo shifts, mean ␤ band power was suppressed for IC sources in central midline and parietal regions, whereas mean ␤ band power increased in IC sources in or near medial prefrontal and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. In the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex IC cluster, the ␤ band power increase was stronger during (more effortful) step shortening than during step lengthening. These results thus show that two distinct patterns of ␤ band activity modulation accompany gait adaptations: one likely serving movement initiation and execution; and the other, motor control and inhibition.
Introduction
Impaired gait adaptability (i.e., a reduced ability to change walking speed or direction as required) (Den Otter et al., 2005; Hofstad et al., 2006) produces a reduced ability to avoid obstacles and an increased risk of falling in affected individuals, including many stroke and Parkinson's patients (Weerdesteyn et al., 2006) . Rhythmic auditory cues have been widely used in gait rehabilitation (Thaut and Abiru, 2010) . Use of an auditory pacing stimulus stream, including infrequent tempo shifts, has been recommended to identify deficits and train improvements in gait adaptation in stroke patients (Roerdink et al., 2009 (Roerdink et al., , 2007 . Unfortunately, because of the ill effects of body movements on brain imaging data, the precise temporal brain dy-namics of step adaptation remain largely unexplored by neuroimaging studies. Recent signal processing advances, however, allow study of source-resolved EEG dynamics during walking (Gwin et al., 2010 (Gwin et al., , 2011 Gramann et al., 2011; Seeber et al., 2015) and other actions, an approach termed Mobile Brain/Body Imaging by Makeig et al. (2009) . Adopting this approach, in several previous studies, we showed that specific gait phases are represented in power amplitude modulations in the lower (24 -40 Hz) Seeber et al., 2014) and upper (70 -90 Hz) (Seeber et al., 2015) ␥ band in central midline areas. Other studies have shown lateralized modulations at scalp electrode channels C3 and C4 (Cheron et al., 2012) and in source-resolved (Gwin et al., 2011) power relative to the gait cycle.
We have also reported rhythm and ␤-band power decreases (desynchronizations) over central sensorimotor and parietal areas during active walking relative to standing or passive walking (i.e., when participants' legs are moved by a robot) Seeber et al., 2014) and during step adaptation to interactive visual feedback in a virtual environment . and ␤ band power in the motor system decrease during the preparation and voluntary execution of movements (Jasper and Penfield, 1949; Pfurtscheller and Berghold, 1989; Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) , whereas ␤ band power increases in scalp EEG data have been related to movement suppression (Gilbertson et al., 2005; Androulidakis et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2008; Pogosyan et al., 2009; Joundi et al., 2012; .
Electrophysiological studies suggest that ␤ band oscillations may also index top-down signaling. For example, visual top-down attention and behavioral rule switching are related to oscillatory synchronization of ␤-band local field potentials in monkeys' prefrontal cortex (PFC) and parietal cortex (Buschman et al., 2007 (Buschman et al., , 2012 . PFC affects top-down control by sending information about goals and appropriate actions to other brain areas . Swann et al. (2009) reported that an electrocortical ␤ band power increase in PFC during motor inhibition preceded and ␤ band power decreases in motor cortex, whereas in older subjects ␤ band activity increases may have a compensatory effect (Geerligs et al., 2012; Gola et al., 2012 Gola et al., , 2013 .
Recent studies of gait adaptation using EEG showed increased event-related potential (ERP) (Haefeli et al., 2011) and hemodynamic responses (Suzuki et al., 2004) during preparation for, and performance of, stepping over obstacles, as well as during adaptive walking and precision stepping (Koenraadt et al., 2014) . A recent study demonstrated that, during gait adaptation, stroke patients prefer step lengthening over step shortening (Roerdink et al., 2009) , suggesting that brain mechanisms controlling voluntary gait deceleration and acceleration differ (Varraine et al., 2000) . Recent studies have reported that performing a secondary task during walking induces participants to take longer strides (Lovden et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012; De Sanctis et al., 2014) , suggesting that step lengthening requires fewer attentional resources.
To examine whether difficulty in gait adaptation is related to PFC ␤ band activity, we designed a high-density EEG study in which participants walking on a treadmill moving at a steady rate had to adapt their step length and rate to shifts in the tempo of a pacing tone (e.g., shifts requiring both longer and shorter step adaptation). We expected three different processes to accompany step rate and length adaptations to auditory tempo shifts: (1) and ␤ band desynchronization in sensorimotor and parietal cortex, reflecting increased motor flexibility and adaptation; (2) increased ␤ band power within the PFC, reflecting additional cognitive control; and (3) scaling of PCF ␤ band power changes with task difficulty, producing a stronger increase in ␤ band power during step shortening than during step lengthening.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty healthy volunteers with no neurological or motor deficits participated in this study. The data of two subjects were excluded because of heavy EEG artifact. The remaining data of 18 subjects (10 males and 8 females, 22-35 years of age; mean 29.1 years, SD 2.7 years) were used in the analysis. All participants were right handed. Prior studies show that footedness follows handedness in right handers, although not consistently so in left handers (Peters and Durding, 1979) . The experimental procedures were approved by the human use committee of the Medical University Graz. Each subject gave informed consent before the experiment.
Experimental design and procedure. Figures 1 and 2 show the experimental setup and a schematic of the task paradigm, which was adapted from Bank et al. (2011) .
Training. Before the experimental procedure, participants practiced walking on the treadmill for 2-3 min. While walking on the treadmill, participants adapted the belt speed to their most comfortable walking speed; this ranged from 3.0 to 3.7 km/h across participants. Belt speed was then fixed at the participant's comfortable walking speed and thereafter remained constant throughout the experiment. Next, participants practiced the gait adaptation task with auditory pacing so as to become familiar with the task until they reached acceptable performance, meaning that they correctly responded to step-advance and step-delay pacing signal tempo shifts by shortening or lengthening their steps so as to synchronize their gait to the new pacing tempo. Figure 1 . Experimental setup. Participant walking on the treadmill with auditory pacing cues delivered through in-ear headphones. During the initial training period, treadmill speed (3-3.5 km/h) was adjusted to the most comfortable pace for each participant and thereafter remained constant.
Trial structure. During each approximately minute-long trial period, participants first walked without pacing cues for ϳ10 s. During the next 8 -12 s, they heard a stream of auditory cue tones delivered via in-ear headphones at a tempo matching to their current step tempo (the mean of the step intervals between their six most recent uncued steps). The cue sequence was an alternating series of high and low tones presented so as to match the participant's right and left (or left and right) heel strikes, respectively; this high/low assignment was randomized over subjects. Participants were asked to attempt to synchronize their heel strikes to the cue tones.
Next, relative to a randomly selected right heel strike (after 8 -12 s of cued steady-state walking), the tempo of the cue sequence was suddenly increased or decreased by one-sixth of a cycle (60 deg) (as in Roerdink et al., 2009) , and this new cue tempo was maintained for 30 -70 steps. Participants were instructed to adjust their heel strikes so as to synchronize with the new cue sequence as quickly as possible. The gait adjustments required to restore synchronization with the metronome were as follows: a one-sixth longer step interval and step length in (60°p hase shift) step-delay trials, and a one-sixth shorter step interval and step length in (Ϫ60°phase shift) step-advance trials. After 30 -70 steps at the new step rate, the next trial began immediately with, again, uncued walking, during which participants were instructed to return to their most comfortable step rate.
A total of 60 step-advance and 60 step-delay trials were conducted in 10 blocks of 12 trials, each comprised of 6 step-advance and 6 step-delay trials presented in random order. Between blocks, when asked for by participants, short breaks of 5 min were given during which participants were standing on the treadmill.
Data acquisition. Seven 16-channel amplifiers (g.tec) were combined so as to record EEG data from 108 electrode channels in the 5% International 10/20 System (EasyCap) (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2002) . Electrode locations that extended below the conventional 10 -20 spherical layout included PO9, POO9, OI1, OI2, POO10, PO10, I1, Iz, and I2. Reference and ground electrodes were placed on the left and right mastoids, respectively. All electrode impedances were reduced to Ͻ5 k⍀ before the recording. Electromyographic (EMG) signals were recorded from the skin over the tibialis anterior muscles of both legs using standard adhesive-fixed disposable Ag/AgCl surface electrodes. These EMG channels were also recorded using left and right mastoids as reference and ground, respectively. The EEG and EMG data were sampled at 512 Hz, high pass filtered Ͼ0.1 Hz, and low pass filtered Ͻ256 Hz. Foot contacts were measured by mechanical foot switches placed over the calcaneus bone in the heel of each foot. These switches produced event markers for gait cycle heel strike and heel off events. To record the exact timing of the auditory cues, we recorded the auditory stimulation via digital inputs to one of the amplifiers.
Behavioral analysis. Two participant timing error correction processes have been distinguished: (1) period correction to bring the motor acts (here, heel strikes) into the same tempo as the stimulus sequence (Michon, 1967) ; and (2) phase correction to make the motor acts coincident with pacing stimulus onsets by compensating for any phase difference (Repp, 2001a,b) . To assess sensorimotor synchronization, we thus analyzed phase correction and period correction separately. Phase correction was assessed by computing asynchronies between heel strikes and pacing tone onsets (for an overview, see Repp, 2005; Repp and Su, 2013) , whereas period correction was assessed by computing temporal differences between cue intervals (time intervals between consecutive cue onsets) and step intervals (or step onset asynchronies, intervals between consecutive heel strikes).
Phase correction. For each trial, the relative phase angle difference between each heel onset and the corresponding auditory cue was calculated. Phase was defined as phase ϭ 360°ϫ (tcue Ϫ tHS)/Tcue, with tcue (in milliseconds) denoting the time of cue onset, tHS denoting the time of the nearest heel strike, and Tcue denoting the time interval between consecutive ipsilateral step cues (Roerdink et al., 2007) . For each trial, preshift coordination between steps and cues was quantified by computing the mean and SD phase angle difference in the five steps immediately preceding the tempo shift. The time course of gait adjustments made by the participant to restore coordination following cue tempo shifts was quantified by calculating the phase difference from baseline for the 14 steps following the shift and dividing by Ϯ60 so that step phase at S0 (the first time-perturbed stimulus) was 60° (Roerdink et al., 2009; Pelton et al., 2010) . Trials were excluded from analysis if any of the steps exceeded normalized phase of 180°, which corresponds to a 180°difference from premanipulation performance. Based on these criteria, on average 5 (SD Ϯ6) shift trials were excluded (6% of all trials).
A 2 ϫ 14 repeated-measures ANOVA with factors "tempo shift" (long vs short) and "step number" (step numbers 1-14 following the shift) was used to assess significant differences in fidelity of adaptation between step-advance and step-delay shifts. Post hoc tests were corrected for multiple comparisons a priori to a significance level of p Ͻ 0.05 using false discovery rate (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) .
EEG analysis. EEG data analysis was performed using custom scripts written in MATLAB2014a (The MathWorks) incorporating EEGLAB 14.0b functions . In Wagner et al. ( , 2014 , we showed that artifact contamination of the EEG during upright walking can be separated from the brain source data using Infomax Independent Component Analysis (ICA) (compare Onton et al., 2006; Gwin et al., 2010) .
The EEG data were high-pass filtered at 1 Hz (zero phase FIR filter, order 7500) to minimize slow drifts, and low pass filtered Ͻ200 Hz (zero phase FIR filter, order 36). EEG channels with prominent artifacts were identified by visual inspection and removed. On average, 106 channels per participant (SD Ϯ2.2; range 102-108) remained for analysis. The EEG data were then rereferenced to a common average reference. After visually rejecting artifacts in the continuous EEG, the data were partitioned into epochs of 0.5 s and those epochs containing values exceeding the average of the probability distribution of values across the data segments by Ϯ5 SD were rejected. On average, 45 postshift steps per condition (80% of each participant's EEG data) remained in the analysis (SD Ϯ11%; range 71%-89%).
Next, the preprocessed EEG data were decomposed using adaptive mixture ICA (AMICA) (Palmer et al., 2006 (Palmer et al., , 2008 . AMICA is a generalization of the Infomax ICA (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995; Makeig et al., 1996) and multiple-mixture ( Lee et al., 1999; Lewicki and Sejnowski, 2000) ICA approaches. AMICA performed blind source separation of all concatenated preprocessed data trials for each subject individually, based on the assumed temporal near-independence of the effective EEG sources (Makeig et al., , 2004a .
Using a standardized three-shell boundary element head model implemented in the DIPFIT toolbox within EEGLAB (sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab), Figure 2 . Experimental paradigm. Throughout the session, treadmill speed remained fixed at a rate comfortable to the participant. During each approximately minute-long trial, participants first walked for ϳ10 s without auditory cues, then walked for 10 -18 s synchronous with cue tones delivered at their then-prevailing step rate and phase. Thereafter, beginning at a right heel strike, a sudden (accelerated or decelerated) tempo shift occurred in the pacing cue sequence. In response, participants were instructed to adapt their step length, rate, and phase as quickly as possible so as to again synchronize their steps with the cue tones at the new tempo. After 30 -70 steps, the next trial began immediately, returning again to 10 s of uncued walking during which participants were instructed to return to their most comfortable step rate.
we calculated a best-fitting single equivalent current dipole matched to the scalp projection of each independent component (IC) source (Oostenveld and Oostendorp, 2002; Delorme et al., 2012) . Standard electrode locations corresponding to the Extended 10 -20 System were aligned with a standard brain model (MNI). We retained ICs for further analysis for which the equivalent dipole model was located within the brain and explained Ͼ90% of variance of the IC scalp map.
We visually inspected the remaining IC scalp maps, event-locked time courses, and mean power spectra to identify ICs related to nonbrain source artifacts (eye movement and scalp/neck muscle artifacts). Nonartifactual ICs were retained for further analysis. For these, feature vectors were constructed coding IC differences in dipole locations, scalp projection maps, and power spectral densities (3-45 Hz) . Using principal component analysis, these feature vectors were reduced to 10 principal components and clustered using k-means (k ϭ 18). ICs were identified as outliers if their locations in the clustering vector space were Ͼ5 SDs from the obtained cluster centers. Only clusters including ICs from more than half of the participants are reported here.
Cortical IC clusters. Clustering gave three IC source clusters in frontal brain, one cluster in left temporal cortex, one in central midline cortex, and two in parietal areas. None of the obtained clusters included sources from all participants. Therefore, we inspected more closely the ICs included and excluded from each cluster. For the frontal clusters, all ICs with an equivalent dipole in these brain areas exhibited event-related spectral perturbations (ERSPs) consistent with nearby ICs and were therefore included in a frontal source cluster. These clusters "missed" ICs from 5, 3, and 1 subjects, respectively. Parietal ICs omitted from parietal clusters were located either more anterior or more occipital relative to cluster ICs. The one temporal cluster included ICs from three participants whose ERSPs contained broadband spectral perturbation features possibly related to muscle artifact. These ICs were therefore removed from the cluster. ICs in central brain regions were somewhat more heterogeneous. Eleven of the 18 subjects contributed an IC to the central midline cluster. Components from the other 7 participants did not show a similar spectral pattern (4 ICs) or (3 ICs) had scalp maps that looked noisy, such that the associated dipoles explained Ͻ90% of variance of the IC scalp map and were thus excluded or were oriented differently than other cluster ICs.
There are several possible explanations for failures of some subjects' data to contribute an IC to an IC cluster. Possibly because of subject differences in channel noise, signal variability, or data quantity, ICA decomposition and/or IC clustering might not have been able to resolve or properly group these brain sources. Possibly, the presence of more spatially variegated artifacts in some subjects reduced the number of degrees of freedom in the data available for isolating brain source processes. Finally, the possibility that ICs "missing" from a cluster index actual differences in brain processing across subjects should not be rejected out of hand .
ERSPs. The data were segmented into time epochs relative to onsets of cue tempo shifts (i.e., from Ϫ4 to 10 s around the first right shift related heel strike). ERSPs (Makeig, 1993) were computed for each IC. Singletrial spectrograms were computed and time warped to the median step latency (across subjects) using linear interpolation. This procedure aligned time points of right and left heel strikes over trials for the 7 heel strikes preceding and the 15 heel strikes following each tempo shift. Relative changes in spectral power were obtained by computing the mean difference between each single-trial log spectrogram and the mean baseline spectrum (the average log spectrum between Ϫ4 s and Ϫ0.5 s preceding tempo shifts). Significant deviations from the baseline were detected using a nonparametric bootstrap approach . Figure 3 gives an overview of the analysis pipeline.
To compute significant differences between step-advance and stepdelay shifts, individual frequency bands were selected per subject by determining ranges from 8 -13 Hz (␣), 14 -20 Hz (lower ␤), and 21-35 Hz (upper ␤) and choosing the frequency band with maximally varying power modulation over time. For statistical analysis, ERSPs relative to step-advance and step-delay shifts were computed by time warping single trial spectrograms to the same (group median) step latencies and subtracting the overall mean log spectrum for both conditions computed from Ϫ4 s to Ϫ0.5 s before the tempo shift. For statistical analysis, we selected four time windows centered on the first left (L1) and second right (R2) steps following tempo shifts.
A 2 ϫ 4 repeated-measures within-subject ANOVA with factors "tempo shift" (long vs short) and "step number" (4 time windows) was computed for each IC cluster and each frequency range (␣, lower ␤, upper ␤) in the (individually subject-selected) dominant frequency range. Multiple comparisons were addressed by controlling for false discovery rate (Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001 ) with an a priori significance level of p Ͻ 0.05. In cases in which the assumption of sphericity was violated, significance values were corrected using Greenhouse-Geisser.
ERPs. To understand better the origin of ERSPs relative to the tempo shifts in the auditory cue sequence (cue tempo shift) (e.g., whether the tempo shift ERSP features were more related to the auditory perception of the cue tempo shifts or to the behavioral modification of step timing), we analyzed averaged ERPs time-locked to the presentation of the first tempo-adjusted cue tones. In particular, this analysis revealed the latency following cue onset at which participants' EEG signals first showed a reaction to the cue tempo shift, suggestive of the time point at which participants perceived the cue tempo shift. Comparing this latency to the latencies of the step-locked ERSP features of interest might indicate whether these ERSP features were related to the perception of the cue tempo shift itself or to the implementation of the responsive behavioral adaptation. Accordingly, ERPs were computed relative to (1) the first cue tone indicating a tempo shift (Rcue) and (2) the step (Rstep) nearest in time to the Rcue. We also assessed ERPs relative to cues and steps in a control condition consisting of steady-state walking to an auditory cue sequence without tempo shift (cue no shift). We computed cluster mean ERPs and their 90% confidence intervals for IC processes in frontal, temporal, and central midline clusters, respectively. Next, to assess differences between cue-and step-locked ERPs, we shifted steplocked ERPs by the median latency between Rstep and Rcue, so that latency 0 in step-locked ERP plots corresponded to the median Rcue latency.
On the cortical origin of ERSPs during walking. Two recent studies (Castermans et al., 2014; Kline et al., 2015) investigated movementrelated artifacts in the EEG during upright walking and found contamination of the EEG data at frequencies from 1 to 150 Hz. Castermans et al. (2014) found similar time/frequency properties in accelerometer signals recorded from the head during walking and in EEG for frequency bands extending up to 150 Hz. To record pure movement artifacts from EEG electrodes on the human head, blocked electrophysiological signals by wearing a silicone swim cap as a nonconductive layer under a standard EEG cap. They observed movement artifacts, depending on walking speed and electrode location, from 1 to 150 Hz. In a follow-up analysis , the same authors applied ICA to this pure artifact data. They showed that 99% of the obtained sources lacked dipolar characteristics and were located outside the head, whereas only 1% of the sources were localized inside the brain with residual variance Ͻ15%. These component processes, however, had scalp maps, time courses, power spectra, and time-frequency changes much more typical of movement artifacts rather than brain source processes. Thus, movement artifacts do induce broadband frequency changes in signals recorded at scalp electrodes, but these nonbrain artifacts can be reliably identified and separated from brain source signals using ICA.
Scalp and neck muscle activities can also contaminate EEG signals during movement (Gramann et al., 2010; Gwin et al., 2010 Gwin et al., , 2011 Seeber et al., 2014) . Scalp EMG artifacts appear across frequencies Ͼ20 Hz (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013; Castermans et al., 2014) . By contrast, many EEG and electrocorticography studies show that electrocortical oscillations relative to motor or cognitive processing synchronize or decrease in narrow frequency bands, including (7-12 Hz) and ␤ (15-30 Hz) during restricted lower limb movements (Pfurtscheller et al., 1997; Crone et al., 1998; Müller-Putz et al., 2007) and walking Severens et al., 2012; Seeber et al., 2014) . Broadband high-frequency power changes (within and beyond the ␥ band) have been suggested to play a distinct role in cortical processing Miller et al., 2014) . Because cortical signals, biological noise, and mechanical artifacts possess distinct properties in waveform, frequency range, and spatial distribution, proper application of signal processing methods allows separation of these sources (Makeig et al., 1996; Gwin et al., 2010; Seeber et al., 2014 Seeber et al., , 2015 .
In two previous studies , we showed that considering carefully the location, time course, and the frequency spectra of the single independent components separated by ICA decomposition allows identification of sources related to brain activity. For a more detailed report on the artifacts during walking, see . Our previous results Seeber et al., 2014 Seeber et al., , 2015 on ␤ band suppression and high ␥ increases related to walking are in line with findings in the literature on the functional role of these rhythms in motor execution (Pfurtscheller et al., 1997; Crone et al., 1998; Mü ller-Putz et al., 2007) . Additionally, the relatively slow walking speeds used in our studies have been found in previous studies not be heavily affected by artifacts (Gwin et al., 2010) . This accumulated evidence indicates that the observed frequency-specific power modulations in the EEG presented in our current and previous studies are of cortical origin. 
Results

Behavioral analysis
The step onset asynchrony (StOA) before tempo shifts was on average 641 ms (SD Ϯ5.3 ms). Following tempo shifts, a new stable StOA was generally achieved within 3 Ϯ 1 steps, as shown in Figure 4C. Step-delay shifts (60°) produced increases in both StOA (754 ms, calculated for the first 15 steps following shifts; SD Ϯ14 ms) and step length, whereas step-advance shift (Ϫ60°) produced decreases in StOA (mean time between steps, 523 ms; SD Ϯ13 ms) and step length. These changes were fairly large, on average 18% relative to baseline, slightly larger than the expected one-sixth (16.7%), although not significantly so.
Period correction
The evolution of adjustments in step rate to the two new pacing tempi for all participants are depicted in Figure 4D , which also shows the mean difference between StOA and cue onset asynchrony (COA). On average, step period adaptation was achieved within the first two steps (between L1 and R2). During the four following steps, an overcorrection (R2) occurred, after which participants stepped in near-exact synchrony to the new pacing sequence.
Phase correction
Negative StOA Ϫ COA differences indicate that, during steady state, cue-synchronous walking step onsets slightly preceded stimulus onsets. During walking at the preferred cadence (e.g., steps Ϫ7 to Ϫ1 before the shift), we observed that heel strikes were consistently ahead of the cues (mean difference, Ϫ 59 ms; SD Ϯ43 ms) as shown by comparing the cue latency histograms with the median step latencies in the ERSP plot in Figure 4B and as evidenced by the negative pre-shift heel strike minus cue difference in Figure 4E . This difference matches a well-known phenomenon called "phase lead" in finger tap synchronization studies. It has been suggested that this difference approximates the difference between the times of delivery of the sensory information from the tip of the finger and the auditory information from cue onset to the cortical areas in which their timing is compared. Thus, to establish synchrony at the level of central representations, finger taps should precede the auditory signals (Aschersleben and Prinz, 1995, 1997) . Adjustment of steps relative to cues was achieved within 6 steps following tempo shifts. As shown in Figure 4E , the phase lead between steps and cues (measured from steps 7-15 following the shift) became larger in step-delay (step lengthening) trials (mean, Ϫ122 ms; SD Ϯ61 ms) and became positive in step-advance (step shortening) trials (mean, 19 ms; SD Ϯ36 ms).
Calculation of the normalized relative phase revealed differences in adaptation relative to positive and negative step rate changes, respectively. The direction of the tempo shift significantly affected synchronization accuracy (significant interaction, F (13,221) ϭ 5.2, p ϭ 0.00025). Post hoc tests revealed a significantly larger initial phase deviation at steps L1 and R2 in step-advance compared with step-delay trials. Also, as shown in Figure 4F , when participants reached stable postshift cue synchronization, asynchronies between steps and cues were significantly larger in step-advance than in step-delay trials. This suggests that participants had fewer difficulties in adapting to step-delay compared with step-advance shifts.
Cortical IC source clusters
Together, three IC source clusters in frontal brain, one cluster in left temporal cortex, one in central midline cortex, and two in parietal areas showed event-related changes in ␣ and ␤ band power following cue tempo shifts. The numbers of subjects and sources contained in each cluster as well as Tailarach coordinates of the cluster centroids are given in Table 1 .
ERP features
Cue-locked ERPs in the left temporal and in the right frontal clusters (Fig. 5A) clearly show an "N100-like" negative deflection near 100 ms (right frontal cluster) or 150 ms (left temporal cluster) during all three conditions (cue advance, cue delay, and cue no shift) (Fig. 5A ). An early negative (N100) peak in anterior scalp electrode channels has been related to auditory processing (Parasuraman, 1980; Makeig et al., 1997) . Cluster ERPs for the frontal central and right frontal cluster include positive deflections near 250 ms in cue delay and at 300 -400 ms in cue advance tempo shifts, although not in the cue no shift condition. A frontal positive deflection near 300 ms after a target stimulus onset [P300 or late positive component (LPC)] typically follows the detection of novel, rare, or unpredicted sounds Debener et al., 2005; Luck and Kappenman, 2011) . In the central midline cluster, we observed a negative peak in the ERP near 250 ms following cue delay tempo shifts. A small but significant negative deflection 100 ms later occurred following cue advance shifts (in Fig. 5 , the 90% confidence interval does not include zero). This peak approximates the location and timing of the feedback related negativity (FRN) following presentation of feedback indicating that the participant has committed a response error (Holroyd and Coles, 2002; Hajcak et al., 2006) .
Compared with cue-locked ERPs, step-locked ERPs lacked N100-like ERP peaks and exhibited smaller negative and positive peaks in the 250 -300 ms interval (Fig. 5B) . Cue-locked ERP peaks following cue delay tempo shifts were significantly larger than step-locked ERP features, suggesting that the observed P300-and FRN-like ERP peaks are related to the detection of the 4 (Figure legend continued. ) To construct the group-mean ERSP for each subject, the singletrial EEG spectrograms were first time warped to the group-median latencies of the heel strikes during the imaged interval (red vertical lines in the cue latency histograms). Relative changes in spectral power were obtained by subtracting the mean log spectrum in the interval Ϫ4 s to Ϫ0.5 s before the shifts. Nonsignificant changes from baseline are masked in gray. Vertical lines indicate right and left heel strikes. R's and L's indicate right and left foot placements, respectively. Dashed horizontal lines indicate ␣ (8 -13 Hz), lower ␤ (13-20 Hz), and upper ␤ (20 -35 Hz) bands. The ERSP plot shows, first, a synchronization in the ␤ band between the second and third heel strikes following the tempo shift, and then later a desynchronization with respect to baseline. C, Behavioral record: Median step onset asynchronies (StOAs) (blue and red traces) for each subject in the two conditions (step advance and delay), and cue onset asynchronies (COAs) (gray traces) in milliseconds. D, Difference between StOA and COA at each step; this reflects adaptation of step frequency to the perturbed pacing cue tempo. E, Time intervals (in milliseconds) between heel strikes and nearest cue onsets reflect sensorimotor synchronization performance (e.g., step adaptation to the tempo-shifted cue sequence). F, Absolute step-cue phase difference (in degrees of the baseline cue cycle). Figure 5 . ERPs time-locked to cues and steps at tempo shifts in cue advance, cue delay, and control cue no tempo shift conditions for frontal, temporal, and central midline clusters. Zero marks (A) the first cue indicating a tempo shift (R cue ), (B) the step (R step ) related to R cue , or (A, B) simply the cue/step during steady-state walking (control condition). Dashed vertical lines mark right (R step ) and left (L step ) heel strikes. Continuous vertical lines mark cues (R cue , L cue ) related to R step and L step , and the expected occurrence of cues (exp cue ) at tempo shifts. Event-locked time courses indicate averaged cluster ERPs relative to cue/step -advance (pink), -delay (blue), and -no tempo shift (black). Envelopes represent 90% confidence intervals around means. A, During all three conditions (cue advance, cue delay, and cue no shift), cue-locked ERPs feature a prominent negative deflection near 100 ms (right frontal cluster) or 150 ms (left temporal cluster). Frontal central and right frontal cluster ERPs include a positive peak near 250 ms after tempo shifts for cue delay and 300 -400 ms for cue advance but are absent for the cue no shift condition. In the central midline cluster, following cue delay tempo shifts, a negative peak appears near 250 ms. Following cue advance tempo shifts, a small but significant negative deflection occurs 100 ms later. B,
Step-locked ERPs exhibit similar but smaller ERP peaks 250 -300 ms after R step .
cue tempo shift. Following cue advance tempo shifts, significant differences between cue-locked and step-locked ERPs appeared only for N100-like ERP components but not for P300-and FRNlike ERP components. One possible explanation would be that, during cue advance tempo shifts, the premature cue tone as well as the step about to be taken are perceived as deviant. Thus, processing of cue advance tempo shifts is possibly related to both the steps and the cues. . Equivalent dipole source locations and cluster-mean scalp projections and ERSP images for IC source clusters centered in temporal and frontal cortex. From left to right in each row, Mean scalp projection; equivalent dipole locations of cluster ICs; cue onset histogram and cluster-mean ERSP images time-locked to (left) step lengthening (step delay) and (right) shortening (step advance) tempo shifts as marked by the onset of the first time-shifted cue (the nearest cue to the right heel strike at 0 s). Single-trial log spectrograms were time warped to median step latencies before averaging. Mean log power at each frequency from Ϫ4 s to Ϫ0.5 s before the tempo shift was subtracted to obtain relative changes in log spectral power. Nonsignificant changes from baseline are masked in gray. All three IC clusters show increases in mean ␤ band power between the second and fourth heel strikes following the shift.
The N100-like negative deflections in cue-locked ERPs in the left temporal and right frontal cluster for all conditions (cue advance, cue delay, and cue no shift) indicate that processing of the auditory cue events was ongoing at 100 ms after Rcue. The P300-and FRN-like ERP peaks following cue advance and cue delay tempo shifts, not present in the no shift cue condition, indicate that participants perceived the cue tempo shifts by 250 -300 ms after Rcue onsets. Figure 4A , B shows cluster location and mean cluster spectral shifts time-locked to step-advance shifts for the right frontal cortex cluster. Comparing spectral shifts (Fig. 4B ) and behavioral data (Fig. 4C-F ) , a right frontal ␤ band increase coincides with the main adaptation period during steps 2-4 following the shift.
ERSPs
While, as shown in Figures 4B, 6 , and 7, during the first four steps after the shift frontal and temporal clusters exhibited significant transient increases in ␣ and/or ␤ power (13-20 Hz in frontal clusters, 7-20 Hz in the left temporal cluster), and ␤ band power in central midline and parietal clusters decreased during this time period (Figs. 8, 9 ). Interestingly, for the left and right parietal clusters (Fig. 9) , this desynchronization lasted at least 15 steps following tempo shifts and was most pronounced just before contralateral heel strikes. The parietal cluster desynchronization was prominent and long lasting in two frequency bands: (7-12 Hz) and high ␤ (18 -30 Hz).
In central medial sources (Fig. 8) , however, the desynchronization was not as strong but included higher frequencies (up to 35 Hz) and began immediately following tempo shifts. Only the right frontal cluster showed a significant ERSP difference be- Figure 7 . Significant ERSP differences between adaptations to step-advance and step-delay tempo shifts for an IC cluster centered in right dorsolateral frontal cortex. Top, Mean scalp projection and equivalent dipole locations of cluster ICs. Bottom (above), Cue tone onset histograms and (below left, center) cluster-mean ERSP images for step-delay and step-advance trials, respectively, time-locked (0 s) to the right heel strike nearest to the first tempo-shifted cue tone, and (right) the difference between these two adaptation responses. Significance of condition differences was estimated using a bootstrap approach corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate. Nonsignificant differences are masked in gray. The difference ERSP shows a stronger ␤ band power increase near the second and third post-shift steps in the step-advance condition than in (subjectively easier) step-delay adaptations. . Equivalent dipole source locations and cluster-mean scalp projections and ERSP images for IC source clusters in left and right parietal cortex. Cluster-mean ERSP images for step-delay and step-advance conditions were computed and visualized as in Figure 4 . Single-trial spectrograms were time warped to median step latencies for heel strikes Ϫ7 to 15 before and after tempo shift onsets. ERSP images show long-lasting, shift-induced decreases in ␣ and ␤ band power maximal just before heel strikes of the foot contralateral to the cortical location. Figure 10 . ␤-band spectral perturbations in frontal clusters. Individual ␤ frequency bands were selected for each individual subject as the frequency within the range 14 -20 Hz having maximal ERSP power variance. For statistical analysis, mean ␤-band ERSP time courses time-locked to step-advance and step-delay tempo shifts were computed. Heel strike events were time warped to the same (median) latencies in step-delay and step-advance shift trials. Blue and pink lines and areas represent mean ␤ band power as a function of trial latency and its 95% confidence interval. Only the right frontal cluster shows a significant difference between step advances and step delays (note the nonoverlapping confidence intervals).
tween step-delay and step-advance trials; this was in the lower ␤ band (14 -20 Hz) (F (1, 18) ϭ 9.67, p ϭ 0.006). This significant difference is highlighted in Figure 10 , showing median ␤ band ERSP time course and its confidence intervals in step-advance and step-delay shift conditions for each frontal cluster. The difference-ERSP map for the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (r-dlPFC) cluster (Fig. 7) also showed a significantly larger increase in ␤ band power in step-advance compared with stepdelay trials during the first left and second right foot steps following tempo shifts.
Discussion
Use of a novel sensorimotor gait synchronization task, coupled with advanced EEG source signal processing methods, revealed two different ␤ band oscillatory networks involved in orchestrating motor adjustments during gait adaptation. Our results combined and ␤ band power desynchronization (blocking) in motor and parietal cortex (PPC) with a concurrent ␤ band power increase in PFC. This indicates two distinct patterns of ␤ band activity during gait control: (1) a motor cortical and ␤ band decrease expressing motor execution and motor readiness related to gait movements (as in Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999; Wagner et al., , 2014 Seeber et al., 2014) ; and (2) a frontal ␤ band increase related to cognitive top-down control (Swann et al., 2009; as in Buschman et al., 2012) .
Observed (7-13 Hz) and ␤ band desynchronization (13-30 Hz) (Figs. 8, 9 ) in the motor system after a shift in tempo of the pacing cue sequence may reflect an increased disposition for motor adjustments, as suggested by Engel and Fries (2010) , possibly guided by the PFC as proposed by Miller and Cohen (2001; Siegel et al., 2012) . The fact that we observed temporary increase in a frontal ␤ band oscillatory network (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) Figs. 6, 7, 10) during step tempo adaptation may reflect action monitoring and top-down signaling from PFC to sensorimotor cortex. Our results also show that ␤ band power in r-dlPFC was modulated by task difficulty. This lateralized frontal ␤ band power increase during step shortening may represent neurocognitive response inhibition processes that actively involve or are accompanied by locally synchronous cortical ␤ band oscillations.
Frontal ␤ band oscillations in motor control
Near the second and third heel strikes following shift onsets (Figs. 6, 7, 10) , we observed an increase in ␤ band power in EEG sources localized to left, central, and right frontal cortex ( Table 1) . As proposed by Miller and Cohen (2001) , these regions may play an important role in the top-down signaling of current behavioral goals to guide adjustment of motor plans. In our task, the participant's goal was to adapt their gait to cue-induced shifts in step tempo involving either a (more difficult) step cue phase advance or an (easier) phase delay. Comparison between decelerations and accelerations revealed significantly higher ␤ power in the r-dlPFC during step-advance trials (Figs. 7, 10 ). This result is in line with our hypothesis and results of the study by Swann et al. (2009) showing a relationship between ␤ band (ϳ16 Hz) power increase in the right inferior frontal gyrus and successful response inhibition in a stop signal task. Because in our task step shortening (in step-advance trials) required inhibiting execution of the accustomed full stride action, it is probable that this process requires more explicit motor inhibition than step lengthening.
Indeed, our behavioral results show that participants performed significantly more accurate step delay (step lengthening) than step advance (step shortening) performance (i.e., they stepped closer in time to the step-delay cues). This is in line with finger tapping studies showing that motor adaptation is somewhat faster to decelerations than to accelerations (Michon, 1967) . Our results are the first neurophysiological evidence for previous hypotheses that behavioral preference for longer step adaptation responses in stroke patients (Roerdink et al., 2009 ) and dual task paradigms (Lovden et al., 2008; Li et al., 2012; De Sanctis et al., 2014) is associated with the higher demands of cognitive control and inhibition involved in step shortening.
Studies have shown that, whereas r-dlPFC is associated with response inhibition (Swann et al., 2009; Aron et al., 2014) , medial and left PFC may relate to error detection (Rubia et al., 2003; Ridderinkhof et al., 2004) and to motor adjustment Kübler et al., 2006; Cavanagh et al., 2009 Cavanagh et al., , 2010 Wittfoth et al., 2009) , respectively. This lateral dissociation is in line with our results as only the r-dlPFC source cluster showed a difference between step-advance and step-delay trials, whereas medial and left PFC showed ␤ band power increased during both gait accelerations and decelerations.
It has been proposed that frontal cortex interacts with basal ganglia structures during motor suppression and that this interaction occurs via ␤ band oscillations (Kühn et al., 2004; Lalo et al., 2008) . ␤ band synchrony within the basal ganglia-cortical loop promotes tonic activity that is detrimental to voluntary movement, thus providing further evidence for the role of ␤ band oscillations in motor inhibition (Jenkinson and Brown, 2011) .
The results of our ERP analysis indicate that participants perceived the cue tempo shift after 100 ms (Fig. 5 ) and responded to it as early as 250 ms following the Rcue. In contrast, the ␤ band changes we observed began as late as 500 ms following Rcue and were maintained up to 2000 ms, too late to be related to the pure perception of the cue tempo shift and corresponding to the period when most of the behavioral step adaptation was taking place. Fujioka et al. (2009) , for example, showed a ␤ band power rebound much earlier (100 ms and lasting up to 450 ms) following the omission of a sound from a steady rhythmic sequence. Thus, the frontal ␤ band synchronization following Rcue events we observed was not likely related to the simple detection or processing of the cue tempo shift, but likely reflects top-down application of the perceived cue tempo shift to behavioral step adaptation.
Feedback motor control in parietal and central-midline cortices
The parietal source cluster ERSPs showed a prominent and longlasting decrease in two frequency bands, (7-12 Hz) and ␤ (18 -30 Hz) in (Fig. 9) , whereas ␤ band power decrease in medial central regions was brief and also involved higher frequencies (up to 35 Hz) (Fig. 8) . This may suggest that these clusters index different perceptual processes and/or different aspects of gait adaptation. and ␤ band power desynchronization in left and right PPC was strongest close in time to contralateral heel strikes during the first up to 17 steps after cue tempo shifts. This may index brain activity involved in the process of matching of heel strikes to auditory cue onsets. Because auditory, visual, and tactile information converges in parietal regions, PPC has been proposed as sensorimotor interface responsible for multisensory integration with ongoing movements (Buneo et al., 2002; Buneo and Andersen, 2006) . Thus, PPC may play a key role for anticipatory motor control by sensorimotor feedback matching (Thaut et al., 2008; Krause et al., 2012 Krause et al., , 2014 . Krause et al. (2014) have shown that inhibition of the PPC interrupts a matching process of anticipated and real sensorimotor feedback during synchronization but not during continua-tion tapping. In a previous study, we showed a decrease in and ␤ band power in PPC during visually guided gait adaptation in a virtual environment, suggesting that the PPC is involved in matching steps to visual input . Taking into account our current results, the known role of the PPC in mapping visual representations with motor output in space (Buneo and Andersen, 2006) may extend to matching times of occurrence of (expected) auditory and motor events.
Participants performed most adaptation within the first three steps following cue tempo shifts, including a rapid adaptation of step period and beginning a gradual reduction in the phase difference between steps and cues. Finger tapping studies have also shown that a small sudden tempo change in the pacing sequence tends to be followed by rapid adaptation of the tapping period accompanied by slow adaptation of tapping phase (Thaut et al., 1998) . Thus, the transient frontal ␤ band power increase we observe may index step period adaptation, whereas the longerlasting parietal and ␤ band decreases may relate to step phase correction.
␤ band oscillations in temporal prediction
Interestingly, ␤ band activity in both sensory and motor systems seems to reflect anticipatory processes. In the motor system, an upcoming action is reflected in decreased motor cortical ␤ band activity that may begin several seconds before execution , and ␤ band corticospinal coherence increases with decreasing likelihood of an upcoming action (Schoffelen et al., 2005) . In auditory cortex, violation of top-down expectation (e.g., the omission of a sound from a regular beat sequence) induces a ␤ band power increase (Fujioka et al., 2009 ) that may represent an expectation mismatch response.
Similar to these findings, our results also revealed an ␣ and lower ␤ band power (7-20 Hz) increase in a temporal cortex source cluster following tempo shifts (Fig. 6 ). Synchronizationcontinuation tapping studies indicate that ␤ band power is linked to the development of subjective time and to the guidance of internally driven motor sequences (Bartolo et al., 2014; Bartolo and Merchant, 2015) . Precise sensorimotor timing and anticipation of subsequent events are essential to quick adjustment of movements with respect to external changes. Thus, the ␤ band activity we observed could point to wider roles of ␤ band oscillations in the updating of internal representations for upcoming actions and events (Engel and Fries, 2010; Arnal and Giraud, 2012) to prepare corrective motor adjustments.
Summary and future directions
In conclusion, our results show two distinct patterns of ␤ band oscillatory activity changes following step pacing cue tempo perturbations and suggest that these accompany or subserve motor and cognitive control processes, respectively. To our knowledge, this is the first study to show neural correlates of these two distinct mechanisms acting concurrently in the service of gait adaptation. The size of the ␤ band power increase in or near r-dlPFC was modulated according to adaptation difficulty, possibly reflecting engagement of additional movement control resources and providing the first evidence that gait adaptation strategies involving step shortening require more cortical inhibition/control compared with step lengthening. Taking into account our results, deficits in gait adaptation are most probably due to an impairment of prefrontal control guiding motor inhibition. This idea has been previously tested in two TMS studies (del Olmo et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2014). Authors stimulated r-dlPFC using repetitive TMS at 10 Hz (no other frequencies were tested). Both studies showed improvement in the temporal regularity and pace of gait and tapping, but not of Parkinson symptoms. Our results (along with those of Swann et al., 2009) suggest that stimulation at a higher frequency (16 -17 Hz) might prove more effective. Such interventions might be used for voluntary motor suppression training with real-time feedback of motor cortical ␤ oscillations and motor-evoked potentials (as proposed by Majid et al., 2015) .
